SHARE, COLLABORATE, & ACTIVATE great ideas.

EVERYONE has knowledge, experience, and ideas to share.

OPENING CIRCLE
- Starts process of sharing wisdom.
- Participants speak into the space.
- Energizes people.

WORLD CAFE
- Small group dialogue.
- Conversations link & build as people move between groups.
- Surfaces diversity of knowledge & experience (can replace a panel).

PECHA KUCHA
- 20 images, 20 seconds.
- Concise, fast-paced visual presentation style.
- No more death by PowerPoint.
- Slides are images, not words.

FISH BOWL
- Small group of people having a conversation.
- Larger group of listeners.
- Often used for “hot topics” or sharing ideas from a variety of perspectives.

OPEN SPACE
- Time & space for participants to name topics they want to talk about.
- Move to whatever conversation where you can best contribute and learn.

PRO-ACTION CAFE
- Small group dialogue.
- Moving from questions to actions.
- Participants identify questions & topics to discuss.

Convene meaningful conversations.
Diverse youth plan & host all W2A gatherings.

Makes our thinking visible.
Makes sure conversations are reflected in the room.
Helps share outside of the event.

SHARING WHAT WORKS FOR CHILDREN & YOUTH.